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1 Introduction

A special numeral system rumi1 has been in use in North Africa since the Xe

century. It remained in use until the XVIIe century. This system has been
especially used in the administration of the city of Fez in Morocco. It has
also been used in Al-Andalusians, Spain, starting from the XIIe century. The
forms of the digits are quiet di�erent from the Arabic2 or the Arabic-Indic2

digits in use today.
"The rumi numeral system originates in the Coptic or at least the Greek-

Coptic tradition. The exact date when it was viewed as a system unto itself
� that is, not a Coptic or Graeco-Coptic borrowing � has not yet been deter-
mined. rumi is used in foliation, chapters, and quire notations in a variety
of manuscripts (including religious, scienti�c, accounting, and mathematical
works) and on astronomical instruments. As such, encoding rumi will be
very helpful for researchers in the history of mathematics, astronomy, and
science in general, particularly as it was used for several hundred years."

The system of numeration wasn't really neither decimal nor positional.
rumi use some special symbols (see Table 1, Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4).
Some examples are available (see Table 5, Table 6 and Table 7). This system

1using Transtec Transliteration

http://www.ucam.ac.ma/fssm/rydarab/doc/communic/transtec.pdf
2the identi�er name used by The Unicode Consortium http://www.unicode.org
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is also known as zimam letters, Roman or Fez letters (namely Hrwf al-zmAm,
al-rwmy or Hrwf fAs (�A 	̄ 	¬ðQk ð@ ú
×ðQ Ë@

, ÐA Ó 	Q Ë @ 	¬ðQk) or also rsm

al-zmam, al-qlm al-rwmy or al-qlm al-fAsy ( ÕÎ �®Ë @ ð@ ú
×ðQË@ ÕÎ �®Ë @ , ÐAÓ 	QË @ Õæ�P
ú
æ�A

	®Ë @)).

2 Description

rumi numeral system has been described by many researchers and there is
many studies about it [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [1] and others in [2]. We
have adopted the one described by the mathematician Ibn Al-Banna (1256-
1321, Marrakech) in his famous book [7] "Abstract of using rumi in calculus"
or "Shortening from the work in the rumi in the account" in Arabic (namely
Al-aqtDAb mn al-Eml b-al-rwmI fI al-HsAb (ú


	̄ ú
×ðQËAK. ÉÒªË@ 	áÓ H. A 	��J�̄B@
H. A�mÌ'@)).

rumi use some special symbols for digits:

• rumi ones are (see Table 1): �,�,�,�,�,�,�,�,;

• rumi tens are (see Table 2): �,�,�,�,�,�,�,�,�;

• rumi hundreds are (see Table 3): (,',&,%,$,#,", ,�.

Multiples of thousand are represented by adding bars under the based
number:

• rumi thousands are noted by one bar under the number (see Table 5)

(ex.,� for three thousands);

• rumi million are noted by two bars under the number (see Table 6)

(ex.,� for three million);

• and so on.

Fraction is represented by adding a slash symbol separating the numerator
from the denominator:

• the most used rumi fractions: 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 6/7, 7/8, 8/9 and
9/10 are noted by (see Table 7):

�,�,�,�,�,�,� and� respec-
tively;
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• the special fractions: 1/2, 1/4, 1/3 and 2/3 are also noted by (see Ta-

ble 4): 	,�,
 and� respectively.

Generally, there is a generative principle for fractions, similar to building
western ones. Notice that the numerator is in the top right and the denomi-
nator is in the bottom left, perhaps according to the Arabic writing direction.
The numerator and the denominator are separated by almost an horizontal
slash without spacing. For example, in rumi system, the fraction 253/500 is
represented by . We could were wondering if this position of numerator

and denominator are respected in the other writing with left-to-right direc-
tion what was adopted? However, according the Ibn Al-Banna manuscript
(boat Rabat's and Marrakech's), the only four fractions: 1/2, 1/4, 1/3 and
2/3 have either there building symbols or special symbols pre-composed. We
could were wondering if the "special fractions" are used much elsewhere?

3 Proposition

The rumi numeral system symbols are proposed to be included in Unicode
Standard.

There names are described in rumi ones digits (see Table 8), rumi tens
digits (see Table 9), rumi hundreds digits (see Table 10) and rumi special
fractions (see Table 11).

There glyphs are taking from the Rabat copy of Ibn al-Banna manuscript [7].
The rumi glyphs used during its using can't be identical in all manuscripts.
Through some available manuscripts, there are some small di�erences be-
tween them. We think that is natural as there are writing by hand from
di�erent writers in many environments. We can't recherche to establishing

the canonical pattern of the Rumi �gures but only a representative glyph since
is what is contained in the Unicode charts. A study is made the have a com-
parative rumi glyphs scanned from some manuscripts (see Figure 13 such
that colones from [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [11] and [12] respectively) and (see
Figure 14).

As many manuscripts in studying use these symbols, we need to encode
them. We are working on studying and translating to English the Ibn Al-
Banna manuscript. A computer system for transforming numbers from and
to rumi numeral system is also in development.

A detailed bibliography and some used examples are presented in the end.
The rumi and AntiSym fonts available, includes all these characters.

In rumi font, used here, the shapes of the reference glyphs are scanned
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from [7]. It's in OpenType format [3] and converted in METAFONT as
a LATEX package [5]. In AntiSym font, glyphs are drawing by hand in
METAFONT as a LATEX package [4].

The shapes of the reference glyphs used are not frozen. They are continu-
ally being improved in Multilingual scienti�c e-document processing Project
at Al-khawarizmi Atelier.

Some boxes are add to some symbols in Figures in order to emphases
them and understand the purpose of the samples.

More information about this presentation is available in [6].
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

� � � � � � � � 
Table 1: rumi ones symbols

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

� � � � � � � � �
Table 2: rumi tens symbols

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

( ' & % $ # "  �
Table 3: rumi hundreds symbols

1/2 1/4 1/3 2/3

	 � 
 �
Table 4: rumi special fractions symbols

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000

� � � � � � � � 
10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000 70000 80000 90000

� � � � � � � � �
100000 200000 300000 400000 500000 600000 700000 800000 900000

( ' & % $ # "  �
Table 5: rumi thousands examples
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1000000 2000000 3000000 4000000 5000000 6000000 7000000 8000000 9000000

� � � � � � � � 
10000000 20000000 30000000 40000000 50000000 60000000 70000000 80000000 90000000

� � � � � � � � �
100000000 200000000 300000000 400000000 500000000 600000000 700000000 800000000 900000000

( ' & % $ # "  �
Table 6: rumi millions examples

1/2 2/3 3/4 4/5 5/6 6/7 7/8 8/9 9/10

� � � � � � � � �
Table 7: rumi fractions examples

� RUMI DIGIT ONE
≈ 0031 1 digit one
≈ 0661 ò Arabic-Indic digit one

� RUMI DIGIT TWO

≈ 0032 2 digit two
≈ 0662 ó Arabic-Indic digit two

� RUMI DIGIT THREE
≈ 0033 3 digit three
≈ 0663 ô Arabic-Indic digit three

� RUMI DIGIT four
≈ 0034 4 digit four
≈ 0664 õ Arabic-Indic digit four

� RUMI DIGIT FIVE
≈ 0035 5 digit �ve
≈ 0665 ö Arabic-Indic digit �ve

� RUMI DIGIT SIX
≈ 0036 6 digit six
≈ 0666 ÷ Arabic-Indic digit six

� RUMI DIGIT SEVEN
≈ 0037 7 digit seven
≈ 0667 ø Arabic-Indic digit seven

� RUMI DIGIT EIGHT
≈ 0038 8 digit eight
≈ 0668 ù Arabic-Indic digit eight

 RUMI DIGIT NINE

≈ 0039 9 digit nine
≈ 0669 ú Arabic-Indic digit nine

Table 8: rumi ones digits
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� RUMI DIGIT TEN
• used as a symbol with a numeric value of 10

� RUMI DIGIT TWENTY
• used as a symbol with a numeric value of 20

� RUMI DIGIT THIRTY
• used as a symbol with a numeric value of 30

� RUMI DIGIT FORTY
• used as a symbol with a numeric value of 40

� RUMI DIGIT FIFTY
• used as a symbol with a numeric value of 50

� RUMI DIGIT SIXTY
• used as a symbol with a numeric value of 60

� RUMI DIGIT SEVENTY
• used as a symbol with a numeric value of 70

� RUMI DIGIT EIGHTY
• used as a symbol with a numeric value of 80

� RUMI DIGIT NINETY
• used as a symbol with a numeric value of 90

Table 9: rumi tens digits

( RUMI DIGIT HUNDRED
• used as a symbol with a numeric value of 100

' RUMI DIGIT TWO HUNDRED
• used as a symbol with a numeric value of 200

& RUMI DIGIT TREE HUNDRED
• used as a symbol with a numeric value of 300

% RUMI DIGIT FOUR HUNDRED
• used as a symbol with a numeric value of 400

$ RUMI DIGIT FIVE HUNDRED
• used as a symbol with a numeric value of 500

# RUMI DIGIT SIX HUNDRED
• used as a symbol with a numeric value of 600

" RUMI DIGIT SEVEN HUNDRED
• used as a symbol with a numeric value of 700

 RUMI DIGIT EIGHT HUNDRED
• used as a symbol with a numeric value of 800

� RUMI DIGIT NINE HUNDRED
• used as a symbol with a numeric value of 900

Table 10: rumi hundreds digits
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	 RUMI FRACTION ONE HALF
• used as an other symbol with a numeric value of 1/2
≈ 0OBD 1/2 vulgar fraction one half

� RUMI FRACTION ONE QUARTER
• used as a symbol with a numeric value of 1/4
≈ 0OBC 1/4 vulgar fraction one quarter


 RUMI FRACTION ONE THIRD
• used as a symbol with a numeric value of 1/3
≈ 2153 1/3 vulgar fraction one third

� RUMI FRACTION TWO THIRDS
• used as an other symbol with a numeric value of 2/3
≈ 2154 2/3 vulgar fraction two thirds

Table 11: rumi special fractions
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Figure 1: rumi numeral system in [7] page 1
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Figure 2: rumi numeral system in [7] page 1 printed
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Figure 3: rumi numeral system in [7] page 1 translated in English
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Figure 4: Integer rumi symbols in [7]

Figure 5: Fraction rumi symbols in [7]

Figure 6: rumi numbers from Skyrj rumi in [11]

Figure 7: rumi numbers from Skyrj Fasi in [11]
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Figure 8: Nine unite rumi fractions from Skyrj Fasi [11]
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Figure 9: Uses example taking from [12]
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Figure 10: Uses example taking from [12]
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Figure 11: Uses example taking from [12]
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Figure 12: Uses example taking from [12]
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Figure 13: Comparised of some uses rumi system
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Figure 14: Comparised of some uses rumi system taking from [1]
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